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Characteristics

- 1037 Total in Fall 2010
  - 977 undergraduate
  - 60 graduate
- Mean Hours Transferred into WKU: 56
- Mean Age: 25
- Mean Transfer GPA: 2.88
- 21% came with a degree (AA, AAS, AB, AGS, etc)
- 452 from KCTCS (433 in 2009): 46%
Undergraduate Transfer, Fall 2010

- UC: 21%
- CHHS: 20%
- CEBS: 18%
- AR: 14%
- SC: 15%
- BU: 9%
- IS: 3%

N = 977
Translation

- No equivalency determined
  - TRAN EL-L (lower level)
  - TRAN EL-U (upper level)

- KGET
  - C-A3 — satisfies Gen Ed. Category A3 (speech)
  - C-B1 — satisfies Gen Ed. Category B1 (literature)
  - DL-L — satisfies Gen Ed. Category DL (science lab), and counts as a lower division course
Policy on General Education set by the CPE in collaboration with KCTCS

- Category Certified – students in good academic standing who have completed some but not all for the five categories in the 33-hour core component.

- Core Certified completed all the categories (core components) for a total of 33 hours.

- Fully General Education Certified – student has completed the WKU General Education requirements (AA or AS from KCTCS – NOT AAS)
Transfer Report Explanation:

- **ENG A1-L** — If the student has ENG 100 then it will fulfill ENG 300, however the student will not receive upper division.

- **ENG B1-L** — meet the Literature component in Category B.

- **ENG E1-L** — meet the Category E requirement.

- **PHYS D1-L** — Physics course that counts in Category D.
KGET-C designations

- For KCTCS & other KY schools
- Letter following the hyphen designed the Gen Ed. Category
- Number clarifies which part of the Gen Ed category is being filled
- For example, KGETC-A2 is the Foreign Language part of Category A in Gen. Ed.
- Even though the credit hours are listed as zero (0), the requirement is considered fulfilled
HB 160

- Common Numbering system for KCTCS
- Minimum hours 60/120
- Unnecessary duplication
- Remedial/Developmental
- Common Student Learning Outcomes for General Education across state
- Transfer Agreements
Technology

- Link from Admission
  - http://www.wku.edu/Info/Admissions/newtransfer1.html
- TES College Source
- Top Net advising notes (very important)
- iCAP
Best Practices

- Trans-EL – if numerous, review again
- Includes notes in the advising area of TopNet
- Before appointment – contact student for a syllabus and course description of non-articulated courses
- Others??????
Support on Campus

- [http://www.wku.edu/Info/Admissions/newtransfer1.html](http://www.wku.edu/Info/Admissions/newtransfer1.html)
  - 2 clicks away: undergraduate admissions and transfer
  - Enter “transfer” on wku website
- iCAP
- Marvin Daniel – 745-2551
- Academic Advising – 745-5065
- Sharon Hunter 5-2547 (Developmental or Remedial questions)